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single leaf on the hundred or so plants scattered for some distance alon

the railroad. The top soil had lately been removed by the section hands

and these plants were growing on the south side of the track where the

sun shone fairly upon them. Could this removal of the soil, and conse-

quent bringing of the scaly bulbs nearer the surface have induced thi-

very premature blooming? Or could any of the readers of the Gazette

offer any other explanation in connection with the location of the plant*

I expect to keep a watch over these plants this spring to see what they

<lo when the ordinary time for blooming comes.
Hastings, Neb. Harvey Thomson.

Solidago erecta Pursii.

The herbarium of the United States National Museumhas for distri-

bution a good number of duplicates of the above species, which has recently

been reinstated by Dr. Gray [Proc. Am. Acad. XXII, p. 308]. This form,

so well represented in the District of Columbia, has been variously referred

by Dr. Gray to S. bicolor L., var. concolor Torr. & Gray, and S. speciosa Nutt.,

var. angustata Torr. & Gray, and may have been so distributed from here,

but its distinctness from either of these forms has long been recognized

by many Washington botanists. F. H. Knowlton.
Assistant Curator Botany, U. S. Nat. Mas.

An aid in description.

Of gan. With microscop
requires great familiarity with the specimens. A single figure, while it

may be typical, can not show the range of variation. As an aid in mak-

ing up descriptions, and to use for reference, tables like the following,

which can be quickly made, have been found convenient. The vertical

olumns show the length in lines of each organ, while the horizontal rov

<how at a glance the amount of their variation. Other points can. 0«

course, be addea on the same plan, and the number of recorded obser?)

ions be increased as circumstances require.
Muhlenberg ia argentea Vasey. Palmer, Mexico, 1885, No. 160.
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Exploration of San Domingo.
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